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ABOUT OUTSYSTEMS
Thousands of customers worldwide trust OutSystems, the top low-code platform for rapid application development. Engineers with an obsessive
attention to detail crafted every aspect of the OutSystems platform to help organizations build enterprise-grade apps and transform their
business faster. OutSystems is the only solution that combines the power of low-code development with advanced mobile capabilities, enabling
visual development of entire application portfolios that easily integrate with existing systems.
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FOREWORD
Consumer demand for authentic and personalized experiences and real value in exchange for their loyalty has
compelled organizations to shift their focus from products to people. At the same time, IT’s evolution from
technology to enabler of strategic business programs has elevated the CIO to a new leadership role in the
challenge to provide exceptional customer experience.
Organizations are realizing the critical impor tance of technology to

As in years past, I must make special mention of those without whose

enable the digital transformation that is essential to their sur vival and

contributions this impor tant publication simply would not have been

prosperit y. It ’s no longer a case of CIOs earning a right to sit at the

possible. For the insights we gain from our yearly CanadianCIO

“big table” — organizations now consider the CIO to be a strategic,

census, we owe a debt of gratitude to Canada’s top enterprise

business-critical role. They are placing large bets on technology to

leaders, who generously shared their concerns and priorities, and

provide a premier customer experience and CIOs must rise to the

shed light on such “hard-to-reach” areas as hiring and budgeting.

challenge, and provide knowledge and leadership at this critical time.

I would also like to take the oppor tunit y to acknowledge OutSystems
for their generosit y and vision in having sponsored this critical
research. We could not do this without their suppor t.

Jim Love
CIO, ITWC (IT World Canada)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In an increasingly digital business world, CIOs across Canada are answering the call to lead. They are boldly
assuming the leader’s mantle, at the same time realizing that true leadership today is a team sport.
In many companies, IT is well on the way to a full evolution from a rearoffice function to a bona fide source of innovation and — especially in the
future — revenue. In bridging the technological and the business worlds,
CIOs are instrumental to this evolution, as demonstrated by these key
findings in ITWC’s 2019 CanadianCIO Census:
• CIOs are exerting more influence at the most senior levels of their

• IT budgets continue to grow, although a high percentage is spent on
running the business.
• Security and improving the customer experience are the top challenges
facing CIOs.
• Digital transformation is impacting businesses now and must be the
priority for all CIOs who want to survive and succeed in the future.

organizations. They’re more involved in executive decision-making and
reporting into more senior levels.
• More CIOs see organizational culture as a major challenge to digital
transformation and are increasingly responsible for changing it.
• Finding the right technical resources to meet growing demands is more

As the third decade of the 21st century draws near, and the boundaries
of technology expand, dynamic CIOs are thinking both strategically and
holistically, and working to transform IT into a bona fide moneymaker.
CIOs seem to be thriving in this new business landscape. That is a clear
message in the newest edition of the CanadianCIO Census, the survey

difficult than ever before.
• The issues and priorities CIOs must address are becoming increasingly

undertaken by ITWC’s digital media property CanadianCIO.

complex and diverse.
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CIO INFLUENCE
The 2019 CanadianCIO Census supports the idea that the deeper the business world moves into the digital
age, the more heavily organizations will rely on CIOs and what they bring to the ideational and decisionmaking table. As the census trending over the past four years shows, companies are asking their CIOs to go
beyond merely “keeping the lights on” to take the lead and guide them into an exciting but uncertain future.

CIO INVOLVEMENT IN EXECUTIVE MEETINGS

INVOLVEMENT IN E XEC MEETINGS
Involvement in executive decision-making meetings continues to
in the 2019 CanadianCIO Census indicating they are always involved

2019

38%
43%

2018

in these meetings — a jump from last year’s 31 per cent. Adding this
39 per cent and the 21 per cent that attend only for IT-related matters

2017

gives us regular CIO involvement in all but two per cent of these high-

2016

level meetings.

PURCHASE DECISION-MAKING

21%
23%
22%

37%

CIO influence is holding steadily high in the area of purchase
decision-making. In fact, ever y Canadian CIO who par ticipated

16%

26%

31%

39%

47%
46%

reflect the growing influence of CIOs, with 39 per cent of participants

in the 2019 CanadianCIO Census sur vey said they are involved in
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DEPENDS ON
SUBJECT

ONLY
IT-RELATED
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2%
1%

ALWAYS

2%
1%
3%
2%

technology-related purchase decisions for their organization.

RARELY

NEVER

This is consistent with a recent New IT Buyer report, in which
CompTIA found that one-half of the 675 businesses they surveyed said
technology use today is more business-focused than it was in the past.
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CIO INFLUENCE
WHO CIOs REPORT TO

More than half said the business unit budget was used to pay for
technology purchases. However, line-of-business leaders purchasing
their own technology need strategic advice and expertise from IT.
CompTIA found that many business respondents said their department
works with IT to decide which hardware, software, services and other

35%

20%

Chief Financial
Officer (CFO)

President/CEO/
Owner(s)

solutions to deploy. Only 14 per cent of respondents said individual
business units go it alone, without IT input.

REPORTING
CIOs are increasingly reporting to the highest levels in their
organizations. Seventy-five per cent of CIOs participating in the 2019
CanadianCIO Census survey said they report to the President/CEO/
owner or CFO or another C-level exec. This is 10 per cent higher than
in 2018 and 14 per cent higher than in 2017. The survey results indicate
that there has been no movement toward having CIOs report to Chief
Digital or Security Officers, or other business management.
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1%

20%

Chief Security
Officer

Other C-level
Executive (CMO,
COO, etc.)

3%
10% 9%
CIO CTO

Other

Other
line-ofbusiness

2%

Director
IS/IT
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CIO CONCERNS AND PRIORITIES: CULTURE
CULTURE
“Culture eats strategy all day long. It’s not just about modernizing the technology that you use. To effect real change,
companies need to break down the established norms within their corporate culture and modernize them as well.”
- City of Mississauga CIO Shawn Slack at IDC Directions 2017

DX begins and ends with culture, and it ultimately demands buy-in at all
levels of a business. Emotional connections with employees prompt the

CHALLENGES TO E XERCISING LEADERSHIP

kind of behavioural changes that lead to new cultural norms, including
the critical ability to adapt to new conditions “on the fly.” Gartner
predicts that within two years CIOs will be as responsible for changes
to internal culture as are heads of HR.
Company culture emerged as a chief concern in last year’s Census. This

32%

48%

Budget

Culture

year, even more CIOs are wrestling with the same factor. Almost half of
the respondents are most concerned with culture, considerably more so
than the more traditional challenges such as budget and authority. This
represents a significant shift which supports Gartner’s prediction.

11%

Authority

2%

Lack of
expierience
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CIO CONCERNS AND PRIORITIES: TALENT
HIRING PL ANS FOR THE NE X T 12 MONTHS

TALENT
In today’s knowledge economy, talent is not only critically important,
it ’s also scarce, with as many as 182,000 job vacancies in Canada
alone. Organizations in Canada, like their counterparts around the

37%

world, are struggling to fill skilled positions.

44%

Hiring/
increasing IT
headcount

Hiring and retaining top talent are the staffing priorities for 81 per cent of
the survey respondents. Clearly, finding and keeping good IT resources

Keeping IT
headcount stable

remains one of the biggest challenges for CIOs.
At the same time, a slight reduction in the hiring/increasing
percentage — coupled with an almost 30 per cent rise in the

12%

percentage who say their IT headcount is “stable” — could suggest

In a hiring
freeze (can only
replace critical
staff)

a cooling on new hiring. Small companies, in par ticular, are less
inclined to increase their IT headcount, while larger companies —
perhaps because they are better resourced — are maintaining their
2018 hiring patterns.

4%

Decreasing IT
headcount/
downsizingt

DIFFICULT SKILLS TO CONTRACT OR OUTSOURCE
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2019

2018

2017

AI

43%

39%

36%

Data analytics

37%

30%

45%

IoT

33%

29%

31%

Mobile development

29%

17%

34%

Cloud services

31%

23%

28%
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CIO CONCERNS AND PRIORITIES: TALENT
Hot jobs
What are the positions most in demand? The tech leaders we surveyed

perhaps as more companies are moving services to the cloud — and

indicated they were looking for vigorously for enterprise app developers,

help desk support.

big data/analytic specialists, business analysts and project managers.
These are the same titles that were is demand last year, with the

In terms of the kinds of positions that need to be outsourced,

demand for app developers growing slightly. The positions that were in

respondents were consistent with their 2018 counterparts. Skills in AI

the least demand. Interestingly, one of the positions that is experiencing

and data analytics continue to be the two biggest needs for CIOs to

the greatest downsizing is application maintenance and support. Two

contract or outsource.

others areas undergoing downsizing are data centre management —

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES YOUR ORGANIZATION’S IT HIRING PLANS FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS?

Enterprise application development

HIRING

REMAIN THE SAME

NOT APPLICABLE/
DON’T HAVE ROLE

DOWNSIZING

29%

45%

23%

3%

Application maintenance and support

9%

74%

9%

9%

Business analysis

31%

53%

16%

0%

Big data/business intelligence/analytics

31%

50%

19%

0%

Data centre management

0%

70%

22%

9%

Database development/administration

10%

75%

13%

1%

General IT

12%

76%

6%

6%

Help desk/IT support IT/network security

26%

60%

6%

7%

IT project management

24%

66%

9%

1%

Mobile/wireless Networking/network
administration

10%

75%

15%

0%
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CIO CONCERNS AND PRIORITIES: LOOKING FORWARD
INNOVATION, SECURIT Y & MORE
Data securit y/privacy remains the top concern of Canadian CIOs .
While IoT is opening up many possibilities for enterprises, promising
to boost overall ef ficiency and reduce operational costs, CIOs
are acutely aware of the securit y implications in a world of hyper
capacit y and dramatically reduced latency. The top three concerns
are not inconsistent with the issues of customer experience.
All three relate to providing the securit y, high-availabilit y, and
compliant infrastructure necessar y in a world where a competitor is
only a click away.

TOP AREAS OF DAY-TO-DAY CONCERN
2019

2018

2017

2016

Data security/privacy

58%

48%

49%

49%

Uptime/reliability

38%

39%

40%

45%

Meeting compliance
requirements

31%

22%

23%

29%

Business innovation

30%

24%

29%

28%

Staffing

28%

21%

25%

18%

Making data actionable

28%

20%

17%

20%

Budgetary constraints

25%

21%

28%

32%

Skills gap

21%

13%

19%

15%

Cloud infrastructure

20%

16%

18%

19%

Data management

19%

11%

14%

17%

Physical security

15%

14%

17%

18%

Scalability

15%

10%

11%

17%

Rounding out the top five day-to-day areas of concern for CIOs are

Vendor relations

9%

5%

4%

14%

uptime/reliability, meeting compliance requirements, and business

Managing a more complex
network infrastructure

8%

10%

9%

12%

Sourcing/strategic sourcing

6%

4%

4%

11%

Mobile app development

4%

6%

5%

11%

That does not diminish the importance of other areas such as business
innovation, staffing, and making data actionable.

innovation, with staffing and making data actionable tied as the fifth
most common area of concern.
Overall, the survey results show that more CIOs are concerned about
a greater number of day-to-day issues, which suggests that the job of
the CIO is getting harder and harder.
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BUDGETS AND INNOVATION
Canadian companies continue to invest heavily in IT, with the majority of 2019 survey respondents reporting
an increase in their organization’s IT budget over the past year.
The number of organizations increasing their budget continues to

RUN, GROW, TRANSFORM

be ver y high as compared to those that are staying the same or

There are three main areas of IT spending: spending to run the

decreasing. This is significant in terms of future spending within

business (keeping the lights on), spending to grow the business, and

the industr y. Businesses of all sizes are clearly aware of the price of

spending to transform it.

lagging behind, and are increasing their investment in IT.
New digital initiatives challenge CIOs to shif t at tention and
resources from simply managing day-to - day run costs to pursue

ORGANIZATION BUDGET CHANGE

grow th and transformation initiatives . However, given that

64%
66%
60%
56%

the allocation of IT spending hasn’ t changed much, the 2019
CanadianCIO Census indicates that companies may have reached
the limit of their abilit y to diver t money from “run” to “grow ” and
2019

“ transform” initiatives .

15%
12%
13%
22%

20%
22%
25%
21%

2018
2017

Indeed, the overall picture for IT spending practices is highlighted

2016

by the fact that 64 per cent are increasing their IT budgets, while 64
per cent of those budgets are alsocated to running the business.
The promising news is that although the day-to-day running of
IT remains static, 17 per cent of IT budgets is now dedicated to
transformation — the highest percentage we have seen in a

INCREASED
IT BUDGET

PRESENTED BY

STAYED THE
SAME

DECREASED
IT BUDGET

SPONSORED BY

CanadianCIO Census .
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BUDGETS AND INNOVATION
According to this year’s Census, smaller companies are allocating
more of their resources to running the business, while CIOs of bigger
companies are trending in the other direction by decreasing the amount
they spend simply to keep the lights on.

64%
64%
62%
65%

PERCENTAGE OF IT SPEND USED TO…
2019
2018
2017

RUN THE
BUSINESS

GROW THE
BUSINESS

17%
13%
15%
15%

20%
22%
23%
21%

2016

TRANSFORM
THE BUSINESS

McKinsey reported that 80 per cent of executives think their
current business models are at risk to be disrupted in the near
future, and that 84 per cent consider innovation to be essential
to their company’s growth strategy.
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PRIORITIES AND CHALLENGES
PRIORITIES

CHALLENGES

Data from the past three CanadianCIO Census surveys leaves no doubt

When asked what their biggest challenges would be in the next 12

as to what keeps CIOs awake at night. In a world where technology

months, CIOs of smaller companies (0-499 employees) and larger

changes from day to day, sometimes hour to hour, constant attention

companies (500+ employees) were by no means unanimous. Smaller

is required to ensure a truly differentiated customer experience that

companies are concerned with balancing security with accessibility —

brings brand recognition and loyalty. This necessitates the kind

innovating, but safely, without exposing the organization as a whole to

of innovation — in the area of mobile, for example — that leaves

unnecessary security risks. Larger companies, on the other hand, were

organizations vulnerable to new and ever-evolving security threats.

more concerned with enabling consistent innovation and turning data
into the kind of decision-making that leads to a competitive advantage.

Although risk and compliance is decreasing as a top priority for
CIOs, it remains a high priority — no surprise given the increase in
regulatory compliance rulings and scrutiny. All organizations are
affected, especially those with global operations beset by a maze of
conflicting rules and regulations. As governments extend their reach,
it ’s no longer enough to conform to existing rules. The onus is now on
companies to prove they comply.

FIVE PRIORIT Y AREAS FOR THE NEX T 12 MONTHS
2019

2018

2017

2019

4 (High Priority)

2018

2017

5 (Top Priority)

Security

30%

36%

29%

48%

43%

44%

Customer Experience

35%

38%

27%

41%

33%

33%

BI/Big Data/Analytics

29%

23%

38%

23%

33%

24%

Risk and Compliance

41%

24%

42%

21%

26%

13%

Disaster Recovery

35%

39%

31%

19%

18%

25%
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
WHY DX?
Every company has its own specific reason for entering into — or accelerating — digital transformation. For
smaller organizations, the main reason over the past few years has been the need to respond to customer
expectations, although the need to lower operating costs is becoming increasingly important.
For larger organizations (500+ employees), the customer is by far the
key factor driving DX . KPMG notes that the organizations “leading the
pack ” today are the ones that focus on a customer-led transformation
strategy.

POINTS OF IMPACT

TOP PRIORITIES IN THE NEX T 5 YEARS
TOP

2ND

3RD

2019

DX
29%

Cloud
“As-a-Service”

Big Data/
Analytics
13%

2018

DX
18%

Big Data/
Analytics
13%

Security
11%

2017

DX
22%

CX
9%

IoT
7%

Cloud
15%

DX
13%

The potential impact of digital transformation weighs heavily on
the minds of tech leaders. In the 2019 census, DX was once again
identified as the top priority likely to require their attention over the
next five years. Interestingly, Cloud-as-a-Service is now identified

Big Data/
Analytics
22%

as the number two priority, pushing past big data/analytics, the top
priority for most CIOs just a few years ago. When five-year priorities
are reviewed based on the size of the organization, smaller companies
see DX and cloud as equal priorities with artificial intelligence as
a close third priority. For larger companies, DX is the clear priority

2016

Big Data/
Analytics
15%

looking ahead.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
THRIVERS AND SURVIVORS

CIOs of smaller organizations reported feeling the effects of digital

“Organizations that have advanced to the ‘Digital Transformer’ stage

transformation earlier, with 51 per cent indicating an impact in the 2017

are rapidly pulling away from the rest — creating the beginning of a rift

Census. This compared with only 44 per cent of their larger-company

that will ultimately leave organizations on either side of the thrivers or

counterparts feeling affected. This gap has since closed.

survivors.” (IDC)

HOW LONG UNTIL BUSINESS
WILL BE AFFECTED BY DX

RISK FACTORS
Based on the input of Canadian CIOs in this sur vey, digital
transformation has a lot to do with people (both the skills they bring
and their willingness to “buy in”) and with how well and how cleanly

19%

an organization can either update its legacy systems or integrate

2-3 years

them with the new. Jumps in 2019 indicate a steep rise in the level
of apprehension CIOs are feeling about their organization’s ability
to fur ther digitally transform. It may also demonstrate greater
awareness by CIOs of the realities of actually implementing digital

53%

14%

transformation.

3-5 years

Feel the change
right now

TOP THREE RISKS OR IMPEDIMENTS TO DX

10%

12 months

2%

3%

Don’t know

2019

2018

2017

51%

37%

40%

Lack of skills

51%

30%

39%

Organizational resistance to change

50%

35%

43%

Challenges of modernizing or
integrating legacy systems

My industry won’t
be impacted
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
BENEFITS REALIZED

Generally, satisfaction with the benefits of implementing these digital

DX is the profound and all-encompassing transformation of all

technologies is on the rise, with the exception of outsourcing, big data

business and organizational activities to leverage opportunities

analytics, IoT and blockchain. Overall, this may paint a more positive

created by new digital technologies and societal expectations.

view on the use of digital technologies.

CIOs are given the task of moving the business forward with no end
marker in sight. CIOs say they are seeing some degree of return on

The biggest jumps in satisfaction levels between 2018 and 2019 are

investment, with certain exceptions.

collaboration at +22 per cent and security at +20 per cent. It ’s also
interesting that IoT hasn’t taken off and is actually eight per cent

Consider the “met/exceeded” and “fell below” data for every area, year

lower in the eyes of CIOs than it was in 2017, pointing to unduly high

over year.

expectations at that point.
2019

2018

2017
70%

2016

Security

79%

11%

59%

13%

13%

72%

12%

Collaboration

62%

16%

40%

15%

DATA NOT AVAILABLE

DATA NOT AVAILABLE

Enterprise

61%

8%

43%

7%

DATA NOT AVAILABLE

DATA NOT AVAILABLE

Cloud

58%

11%

49%

9%

DATA NOT AVAILABLE

DATA NOT AVAILABLE

Cloud

58%

11%

49%

9%

DATA NOT AVAILABLE

DATA NOT AVAILABLE

Enterprise mobility

53%

8%

42%

7%

49%

11%

49%

11%

Social

47%

17%

29%

17%

40%

19%

29%

20%

Outsourcing

42%

17%

32%

19%

44%

19%

44%

26%

Big data/analytics

35%

20%

24%

13%

37%

19%

26%

15%

Artificial intelligence

12%

7%

7%

6%

12%

4%

IoT

11%

8%

12%

5%

19%

4%

Blockchain

3%

3%

2%

3%

4%

5%
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QUEBEC: THERE ARE DIFFERENCES
While most global organizations look at Canada and see Quebec as a market they can serve with a simple
translation of their English Canada collateral, the 2019 CanadianCIO points out once again there are cultural
differences that make the Quebec tech ecosystem different from the rest of the country.
While Quebec hiring plans were in line with the rest of Canada (41 per

Although data may not have been the day-to-day priority it is in the rest

cent looking to hire, 47 per cent maintaining existing head count), their

of Canada, it’s clearly top of mind at the strategy level. Turning data

level of interest in hiring in the area of business analytics and big data

into meaningful insights was the big 12-month challenge (in the rest of

was dramatically lower.

Canada it was balancing security with accessibility), and more leaders
in Quebec found big data analytics failed to meet expectations than in

Hiring was less of a day-to-day to concern for Quebec tech leaders than

the rest of the country.

in the rest of Canada.
When explaining their drive to pursue digital transformation in Quebec,
Data security, meeting compliance, and vendor relations all scored lower

leaders were one-third more likely to cite competitive pressures as

as a day-to-day priority, perhaps because concerns about budgetary

the motivating factor, and 20 per cent more likely to identify cost of

constraints weighed heavily on their thinking. Quebec CIOs were twice

technology as an obstacle to transformation.

as likely to list budgetary concerns as a day-to-day priority than their
English Canada colleagues.
That concern manifested itself in more Quebec companies getting
a smaller increase in their IT budgets. The majority of Quebec firms
surveyed were expecting increases in the 1-4 per cent range where in
English Canada the median expectation was in the 5-14 per cent range.

PRESENTED BY
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CENSUS DEMOGRAPHICS
The 2019 CanadianCIO survey was comprised of 37 questions that solicited views from CIOs on
everything from budgets and spending to securing talent to emerging technologies, the customer
experience, and the challenges faced on the road to digital transformation. IT WC distributed the survey
in May 2019 and tabulated the results through the summer.

THE CIO ROLE

The survey respondents were the technology leaders for their
respective companies — mostly CIOs but also CTOs, directors and
managers of IS/IT. The companies are a representation from a breadth
of industries and sectors, including education, government, financial

69%

services, non-profit, healthcare, professional services, manufacturing,
technology, transportation, retail, and telecommunications.

Head of your
functional area
for your entire
organization

Sixty-two per cent of those surveyed have been in their CIO role for
five years or longer, further supporting the trend to extended job
tenure — and with it increased respect and responsibility — indicated
in the survey and among CIOs in general.
The respondents work in businesses of all sizes. Fifty-three per cent of
those surveyed were from businesses with fewer than 1,000 employees.
However, the survey covered the entire spectrum, and almost a
quarter of those surveyed were from organizations with 5,000 or more
employees.
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22%

Head of your
functional area
for your division/
location

8%

Direct report to
the head of your
functional area
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CENSUS DEMOGRAPHICS
COMPANY SIZE

The survey also covered the entire spectrum of businesses when
it comes to revenue, with CIOs from organizations with revenues
from under $1 million to organizations with revenues in excess of $1
billion. That being said, over 40 per cent of those surveyed came from
organizations in the $25 to $500 million range.

21%

1,000-4,999
employees

In terms of information and communication technology spend, almost

60%
Under 1,000
employees

30 per cent spent between $2,000 and $4,999 per employee. Likely
more than that spent $5,000 or more per employee.

19%
5,000+
employees
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SUMMARY
WHAT TO TAKE AWAY FROM THE 2019 CANADIANCIO CENSUS
We know that CIOs have evolved from being merely IT heads to being C-level movers and shakers at their
organizations — as much business influencers as wellsprings of knowledge for all things technological. The
CIO role has come of age, and CIOs are now being invited to executive meetings most of the time. That every
CIO surveyed this year is brought in to help make tech-related purchase decisions lends further credence to
this argument.
As the pace of digital transformation continues to accelerate, CIOs

In addition, CIOs have to make sure their organization’s security is

face a number of challenges, including modernizing or integrating

top-grade, and that they remain in compliance with government rules

legacy systems, ensuring that company culture aligns with the

and regulations. Altogether it ’s a tall order, those who have success in

organization’s overall goal of innovation, and a worldwide skills gap.

most or all areas stand to gain ground in a digital field of battle where
being slow and steady will not win any races.
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